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Kitchen appliances go high fashion thanks to Dolce &
Gabbana

LIFESTYLE  By Carla Trivino - Daily News Staff Writer
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Posted: 10:00 a.m. Friday, July 27, 2018

Dolce & Gabbana and Italian appliance manufacturer SMEG realized the way to any heart is
through the kitchen, so the two brands partnered up last year for an ever-growing, special-edition
kitchen  collab.
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Hand-painted 1950s style single-door refrigerator by artist Michele Ducato titled “The Sicily of Cavalleria Rusticana.”
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First, the brands released refrigerators adorned with emotifs of lemons, cart wheels, medieval
knights and battle scenes. Each fridge has a one-of-a-kind hand-painted design made by Sicilian
artists, and production was limited to 100 units going for $50,000.

But that was just the beginning. In March, the brands collaborated again on a breakfast set
including a toaster, electric kettle, juicer and other small appliances all going for $650 each.

A second collaboration between SMEG and Dolce & Gabbana gave way to set of small kitchen appliances including an
espresso machine ... Read More
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“We’re extremely excited to announce that the highly anticipated small appliance collection with
Dolce & Gabbana is now available for purchase in the United States,” SMEG CEO Vittorio
Bertazzoni said. “Incorporating symbolic designs that are true to Southern Italy and SMEG
makes this a one-of-a-kind collection.”

New pieces also will be available for purchase next year including large and small kitchen
appliances, and the introduction of a hand blender, four-slice toaster and drip coffee machine.

For a full Dolce & Gabbana kitchen, visit Neiman Marcus or Williams-Sonoma for the special-
edition pieces.



The citrus juicer is one of the few items currently available from the second collaboration between SMEG and Dolce &
Gabbana. ... Read More
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From the runway — Miami Swim Week came and went, but it’s worth noting which brands with
local stores were part of the action. One of those was Cynthia Rowley, which introduced its Surf
& Swim collection during the event and can now be found at 340 Royal Poinciana Way, Suite
M322B.
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Metallic flower high-tide suit by Cynthia Rowley’s nude high-tide suit features gold metallic flowers and sleeves.
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Swimwear pieces in the collection included designs with geometric shapes, animal prints and, of
course, metallics. Full-body suits were prominent in the collection such as the $295 tan and
metallic piece with a gold flower print, SPF protection and a zip coin pocket. These type of suits
are perfect for a quick post-beach outfit when paired with a bottom pieces such as the Lisa Marie
Fernandez maxi skirt  with ruffles and hi-low cut, which is now on discount at Kirna Zabete, also
in Royal Poinciana Plaza. Finish the look off with a straw hat.

*

Freebie alert — Sunday is the last chance to walk into August feeling fresh for free. Starting
today, Sephora is giving away a free face mask, from their private label, to anyone who visits its
store. The company probably figured skincare needed an extra TLC after enduring sun-burns,
humidity and air-conditioner blasts. No need to be a card-holding member or wait in long lines,
since the giveaway is for anyone walking in. Choose between the moisturizing rose sheet mask
or the brightening pearl mask, both by Sephora Collection. There’s a store at CityPlace in West
Palm Beach. 
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